As 350 B2 Flight Manual

>>>CLICK HERE<<<
Hoping someone is able to help out with a current (or at least close to it) electronic copy of an AS350B2 flight manual. The catch is that it needs to be DGAC Approval. In the past, most operators made their Flight Risk Assessments with a simple Excel sheet. The Performance Pad can calculate all charts from the flight manual. Aircraft Engine Type or Model: Airbus Helicopters AS 350 B, B1, B2, BS, BA, D, AS approved Dart Aerospace Ltd. Flight Manual Supplement FMS-D350~607. AS350-B2, manufactured by HELIBRAS, a Brazilian helicopter company and widely used by of hardware and software to simulate the AS350-B2 helicopter flight (6) Brazil Helicopter Company, Manual of instruction for 350 pilots THP B2. EUROCOPTER AS 350 B3 TURN AROUND CHECK. ORION Light AS350 B2/B3 DVD-ROM included in the Operations Manual for action by flight crew.
